Report of TAM ASHAE KHORSHID (In the Light of the Sun) Commemorating Ceremony

A scientific and executive report

Overview
"Tamashae Khorshid" is a series of programs in line with the task of the "Iranian NatCom" in commemorating the promoters of science, culture and education. Two of these programs were implemented by mid-December 2019 and one will run through the end of 2019 to 2020.

The Problematic
Youth are one of the most important target groups in UNESCO Activities. But in today's world, young people seem to be confused about identifying appropriate Model. The continuation of this process can produce a generation without ideal and Transcendent human values to the world; Because it is the young people that are administrating the future world. Today’s young man is the future admin, so today’s ideal & modeless young man will be an inappropriate administrator for the future, that pushing us away from the values inserted in the UNESCO’s constitution and coming to terms with world wars. UNESCO, as an important educational, scientific and cultural authority, is obliged to take the lead in this regard.

The Solution
To resolve this issue, the NatCom has attempted to introduce models to young people that have sympathy with Transcendent values and also are accessible. This program was called: "Tamashae Khorshid" (as if they are educators that others use their light to grow and excel). Of course, in another approach, this program is also a kind of commemorating of prominent artists and literary figures; Activity that is in line with the laboratory of ideas function of UNESCO that by the end, the people itself choose.

Actions
As mentioned, Two of these programs were implemented by mid-December 2019 and one will run through the end of 2019 to 2020:

1. In 18 Dec 2018, At the Ferdowsi Hall of Tehran University, “Professor Mohammad Ali Movahed” was honored for five decades of scientific and cultural services. Mr Movahed is a prominent Lawyer, scholar, history researcher, and Rumiologist. In this magnificent event, attended by high-ranking officials, leading scholars, students, etc., “Dr. Hojjatullah Ayoubi”, Secretary General of the NatCom, called Master Movahed as a “Valuable artwork” that students interested in identifying with Islam need to refer to him. At the end of the commemorating, the NatCom’s first Excellent badge of honor was awarded to Professor Movahed and also his Memorial stamp Unveiled.
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2. In 20 July 2019, At the National Library Conference Hall (Tehran), “Professor Yadollah Kaboli” was honored for his five decades efforts in the field of calligraphy. “Kaboli” has outstanding innovations in the field of Iranian calligraphy and has exhibited his valuable artistic activity in major exhibitions around the world. He has a ranked first Artistic badge, a permanent Artist in Iran, and a member of the Supreme Council of the NatCom. At this magnificent event, attended by high-ranking officials, artists, university professors and art and literature Followers, Dr. Ayoubi criticized the lack of ethics in science and described the work of artists like mr kaboli to revitalize and promote art and science associated with ethics and love. During this commemorating, by the way of Professor Kaboli’s Stamp unveiling, He was also given an Excellent badge of honor of NatCom.
3. In line with this Program, in the 20 Jan 2020, NatCom intends to honor “Professor Mehdi Mohaghegh” for a lifetime of scholarly and Literary effort. Professor Mohaghegh is a Mojtahed (Jurist), a high rank writer and translator who is respected in worldwide culture. This grand ceremony will be attended by high-ranking officials, scholars, Clerics and students.

Keys to Success

The Commission's strategy for pursuing this program is to help revive the ethics of science and art by strengthening scientific and executive working groups and involving relevant agencies, local communities, and the Youth, through this path. The role of local communities and youth is very important: On the one hand, it shows the natives what great scholars have grown up from their areas, and on the other it engages the youth in transcendent affairs.

Finance and Executive Problems

Proper implementation of any program requires good financial and executive support. However, the main stimulant behind the “Tamashae Khorshid” is love and ethics, but definitely the support of UNESCO can be a great help for us. These can be in the scope of awards, speeches by UNESCO high officials, and so on. UNESCO’s active involvement in the program can also contribute to its international extension.
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